SP12 Switch panel

Instruction SP-12 Switch panel button removal

IMPORTANT!
Switch panel damaged as a result of button removal will not covered by warranty!

To remove buttons follow the instruction below.

1. Remove the frame around the switch panel by use of inserting a thin plastic tool and gently loosening the frame all around the edge.

2. Identify the easiest way to get to the button that is to be removed. You'll need to be able to get to reach the button from its 'longest' side. You'll have to work your way from the edge and inwards until you get to the button to be removed.

3. To remove the button insert a thin, flat, plastic object underneath one side of the button and gently twist until the button is just released. DO NOT BEND! Bending the button at this stage will damage the connectors!!

4. Repeat the same action on the opposite side of the button.

5. Gently lift the button from the panel.

6. Repeat until all buttons are removed.

To attach the buttons after removal, simply locate the button with the correct orientation and gently press until it is in position.